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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let W(X) be a weight function in [-1, I] and let {p,(w; x)} denote the 
corresponding sequence of orthonormal polynomials. Denote 
-1 < xn,(w> <X,-&V) < a** < Xln < 1 (1.1) 
the zeros of P~(w, x) and, sometimes omitting the superfluous notations, 
L”(f, WV xl = + f(x,,> L(X) 
k=l 
(1.2) 
the Lagrange interpolatory polynomials of degree <n - 1, wherefE C (=fis 
continuous on [-1, 11) and 
IkntX) = lkn(W; x) =&I(~>/(~ - Xkn)&,(Xkn)e 
A classical theorem of Erdos and Turin [3] states that 
(1.3) 
lim j1 
n-m _-_I 
[L,(f, w, x) -f(x)] *W(X) dx = 0 (1.4) 
if fE C. As it was proved by Askey [ 1,2] the power 2 generally cannot be 
replaced by 2 + E. But considering the Tchebyshev weight 
w(-1/2,-I/2)(x)= (1 _x2)-1/2 
(1.5) 
Erdos and Feldheim [4] showed 
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THEOREM 1.1 (Erdos, Feldheim). By the above notafions 
iiII, ( IL,(f, w(-‘Q- “2),x) -f(x)i” & = 0 (I.61 
I Y 
iff E C whenever p > 0 is a fixed number. 
2. NEW RESULTS 
2.1 
The aim of this paper is to prove results analogous to (1.6) using different 
node system and involving endpoints of the interval too. Let 
-%I(~) = -x,+ 1,n (w) = 1. If Q,+,(f, W, x) stands for the Lagrange inter- 
polatory polynomials of degree <n + 1 based on {xkn(w)}, k = 0, I,..., n + 1. 
for fE C, further w(~‘~)(x) = (1 - x)“(l + x)’ is a Jacobi weight 
(a./? > -- l), then using the extended Tchebyshev nodes of the second kind 
we state 
THEOREM 2.1. For an-v fixed p > 0 
lim 
j 
’ 1 Q,, 2(f, w(~‘~~“~), x) -f(x)l” dx =o (2.2) 
n-cc -, \KT 
iff E c. 
Using a different proof we can obtain 
THEOREM 2.2. For any fixed p > 0 
,‘lr”, jl lQ,+,(f, w(~‘*-~‘*),x) -f(x)l” d&T = 0 (2.3) 
u-1 
if&f-E c. 
2.2 
If we consider L,(f, W, x) instead of Q,,+*df, W, x), then the relations 
analogous to (2.2) (or (2.3)) hold only if p < 1 (or p < 4) (see Nevai [ 81 and 
Vertesi [ 121). 
2.3 
Using different weight functions Feldheim [ 5 ] proved that for certain 
functions f, E C and fi E C 
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and 
;\l !’ , [L,(f2, w(“*,~‘~), x) -f(x)]’ dx = 00 
(for general setting, see [ 81). 
2.4 
By the method of the corresponding proofs similar results can be obtained 
using the Lagrange interpolation based on the nodes x~,,(w(-“**“~)), 
k = 1,2,..., n + 1 (see (2.2)) or using the Lagrange interpolation based on 
x~~(w(-“~,~‘*)) k = 1, 2,..., n + 1 (see (2.3)) for any p > 0, so we omit the 
details. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
3.1 
First we prove a lemma which is analogous to the result of Fejer (see 
Rivlin [9, p. 26, Formula 1.491). Let 
-l=Xn+l,n<Xn,n< *‘* <Xln<Xon=l 
be the zeros of (1 - x2) U,,(X), where 
(3.1) 
u,(x) = sin(n + 1) B/sin 0, x = cos e, (3.2) 
go&)= (1 +x)4(x)/2un(l)9 h+l&>= (1 -x>&t(xY2%(-1)~ 
(3.3) 
#kn(X> = (1 - x2) %7(x)/(1 -4,)(x - Xkn) ~XXkJ~ k = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
(3.4) 
the fundamental polynomials of Lagrange interpolation based on the points 
system (3.1), and throughout in this section we denote 
ntl 
Q, t2C.L x> = 2: f(4 &w,(x) 
k=O 
(3.5) 
for Q, + 2(f, w(“~“‘~), x), 
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LEMMA 3.1. For-I<x<l wehave 
I = 3. 4,..., (3.7) 
where C is independent of n. 
Proof: Let T,(x) = cos no, x = cos 19, then from the known relation 
(1 - x’) u;(x) = xu,(x) - (n + 1) T,, , ,(x) (3.8) 
we obtain 
(1 -xi,) UA(Xkn) = (-1)k’ ‘(n + 1). 
Using (3.4) we obtain 
kc, $j$(x) = [ (1 - x’)‘z4fJx)/(n + 1)2 1 2 (l/(x - xk,?)‘). 
Hal 
Next, using the known identity 
u;(x) c (l/(x - XhJ2) = (z4;(x))z - 11,,(x) u;;(x) 
h:l 
(P. Turin 110, p. 941)(3.8) and 
(1 - X2) u:(x) - 3xuA(x) + n(n + 2) u,(x) = 0 
we obtain 
q1 #i,(x) = 1 
kTl (n + 1)2 
In@ + 2) + Ti+ ,(x1 + .4n + 1) T, + ,(x) U,,(X) 
- 2x%;(x)\ Q 2, 
This proves (3.6). Equation (3.7) follows from (3.6). 
3.2 
In the work of Erdos and Feldheim [4] following result played an 
important role. Let I,,(x) s l,(x), v = 1, 2 ,..., IZ be the fundamental 
polynomials of Lagrange interpolation based on the zeros of T,(x) as 
abscissas. Then if k is even, 
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where v,, v2 ,..., vk are distinct integers between 1 and n. For the extended 
Tchebychev nodes of the second kind the corresponding result is given by the 
following. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let k be even and v, , v2 ,..., vk be distinct integers between 1 
and n. Then we have (k = 21) 
Ii ’ 4”,(X) 4”,(X) *** I”,(X) 
w + w))m/2)~ (3 (q 
--I &idxl= (n + l)“T(I + 1) ’ 
Proof: Since 
sin*‘-‘fj = i Q~~-,.~ SW&J - 1) 0, 
D=l 
where we note that 
2 = 
a 1,I = 7 .I 
sin2’ BdB = z r(l+ (l/2)) r(1/2) 
’ 
(3.10) 
0 71 qz+ 1) 
from above it follows that 
sin*‘-‘+ + 1) 8 = i azp- 1,1 sin ~p,n~T I,,, = (2~ - l)(n + 1). 
p=1 
(1 - x*)‘(u,(x))*‘-’ = sin e sin*‘-‘(n + 1) 19 
1 ;, =- 
2 ,& a2P-I,I (We,,, - 1) B - cos(Ap,, + 1) 8) 
1 (216l)(n+ I)+ I 
=--a 
2 ,,,cosne+ c 
,ai cos i0. 
i>n 
It is also easy to see that 
(1 - X2)‘%Wl(X - %,)(X - xv*) *.* (x - xv2L() = (--lhzw + 4,-,(X)? 
where q,-,(x) is a polynomial of degree <n - 1. On using these ideas 
together with orthogonality property of Tchebychev polynomials with weight 
function (1 -x2)-“* we obtain 
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!‘I h.,(x) k.,(x) .a. h&> d& dx 1 
1 u1,2/ 
Ii 
I 
=T- (n-t 1)2’ --* U”(X) T,(x) & dx j 
= w2)(~,,2J(~ + l12'). 
On using (3.10) we obtain (3.9). 
3.3 
In Lemma 3.3 we prove Theorem 2.1 for p = 2. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f E C, then 
n’\! f, lQ.+20-,-f(4]2 d& dx=O. (3.11) 
Proof: From the known theorem of Gopengauz ]6] it follows that there 
exist a sequence of polynomials P,, ,(x) of degree <n + 1 such that 
lw,(x)lflf(x)-P,+,(x)l~C~ L 
t ml9 n , 
(3.12) 
where w(A 6) denotes the modulus of continuity off. Now, on using (3.5). 
(3.6) (3.9) and (3.12) we obtain 
=_I 
.’ <> 
~-1 k-, 
ddXkn) &I(~) /&-J dx 
+ \‘ ‘\' Wn(Xkn) vn(xjn) .if , #kntX) $jncx> 
kfi 
G c --y& * VXX) = o(l)- 
From (3.12), (3.13) 
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This proves (3.11). From (3.13) we note that 
(3.15) 
3.4 
For the proof of Theorem 2.1 in the general case we again follow the 
method of Erdos and Feldheim 14). It is enough to prove for even values ofp 
only. To illustrate the method we limit for the casep = 4. For arbitrary fixed 
even p the proof is similar. 
Thus we need to show that forfE C 
lim ,( n-m -, lQ,+,<.L 4 - f(x)l” d& & = 0. 
Proceeding as in (3.14) it is easy to see that (3.16) is valid provided we 
can show that 
and 
lim 
J ” lQ;+,kox>l n-m -, d& dx = 0. 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Equation (3.18) follows from (3.17) so we now prove (3.17). From (3.5) 
and (3.12) we obtain 
Q:+,(w,A = 5 WXXkJ 4%(x> 
k=l 
+ “" Wi(Xkn) vn(xin> #:n(X>#jn(x> YY 
k#i 
+X 1 IX Wi(Xkn) vn(xjn> wn(xin>$:tr(X) #,jn(X>$in(X) 
k#j#i 
+xXxX Wn(Xkn) vn(xjn> vn(xin> ~n(xsn>#kn(x) 
k#.i#i#s 
=J,(x> +J,(x) +J,(x) +J4(x)+J5(x) (3.19) 
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From (3.7) and (3.12) we obtain 
Using Lemma 3.1, (3.12). (3.15), and (3.20) we obtain 
_( I, IJ,(x)l dx = o( 1). 
From (3.9) and (3.12) we have 
j I, IJ&)l ,,A- dx = 41). 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
For the estimation of /L, / J3(x) I l/\/r> dx we note that 
J,(x) = ( $ 
k I 
di(xk,) d:,,b)) [ Qt+ z(‘Y,, X) - 2, 
i 
‘d&n) @,2,,(x) 1 - JA-y). 
Thus, using (3.13), (3.20), Lemma 1. and (3.12) we obtain 
!-, ’ lJ&)l dr& dx=otl). (3.23) 
Last. 
J,(x) = ;- 
k:l 
vft(xd 4:,(x) )I - J,(x) 
using Lemma 1, (3.12), and (3.20) we obtain 
.I ’ lJ&)l & 
dx = o( 1). (3.24) 
-I 
Combining (3.19)-(3.24) we obtain (3.17) which leads to (3.16). 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2 
4.1 
Let xkn = cos Bkn, 1 < k < n, be the nodes of the process L, based on the 
roots of T,(x) = cos no; ykn = cos rkn, 1 < k Q n, y, E 1, y, = -1, are the 
nodes of the process Q, based on the roots of (1 - x’) PF!23’2)(x). Here and 
later PF,4’(x) means the Jacobi polynomials of degree = n with the usual 
normalization (see [ 11, Eq. 4.11). By [ 11, Eq. 2.61 and u,(x) - U,,-,(X) = 
2T,(x) we get 
c n (1 _ x’) p(3/2,3/2) n 2 t-4 = (n - 1) u,(x) - (n + 1) ~,-~(4 
= 2(n - 1) T”(X) - 22$-,(x). 
It is easy to see that c, - n 3/2 (for c(-)) ) see [ 11, Eq. 1.11). So by a proper 
d, - n’j2 we can define p,(x) as follows: 
p,(x) = d,( 1 - x’) P;Y22,3’2) (4 = U4 - ~n-2WI(n - 1). (4.1) 
If Qkn are the fundamental functions based on the roots of p,(x) and yjC,, is 
the nearest root to x, then with K = min(k, n - k + 1) and K + J = min(k +j, 
2n - k-j + 1) it is easy to see that 
Ih&)I = Wl)K/W+J)(lk-jl + 11, l<k<n, (4.2) 
from where 
k=l 
(4.3) 
here and later x E 1-1, l] and the “0” means absolute (positive) constant. 
(Indeed, if, e.g., 2 < k < n - 1, we can write 
=0(l) 
sin28 e-2 n I/’ 
sin2 qk K-3 n’12 sin((8 + v,j2) sin((e - vk)/2) 
=O(I)K/(K+J)(Jk-jl+ 1) if kfj 
(see [ 11, Eq. 7.32(3), (8.9.2)] and the formula qk+ I - vk - n-l, 
k = 1, 2,..., n - 1, from [7]). The remaining cases can be similarly settled 
using (3.3)-(3.4)). As it is well known, the analogous formulae hold for 
lkcX) = rn(x)[r;(xk)(x - xk)l --I* 
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4.2 
IffE C and if(x)1 < 1, we state with a suitable absolute constant M that 
P > 0, (4.4 ) 
where with [zk+,, z] = [cos(O,+, -K~‘~), cos(8, + n-““)I, a, = Ifi1 and 
b, = n -a,, 
‘/I= 8 [Zk+lrZkl and I, = I-1, 1 ]\In. (4.5) 
k-a, 
To prove (4.4) first we verify 
#kcX) = 
T,(X) 
T;(xkn)(x - Xkn) 
if x E I,, M<k<n-M. (4.6) 
Indeed, by (4.1) 
P,(X) = T”(X) - (u,-,(x>/(n - 1)) = T,(x) + O(n l’*) 
= T”(X)1 1 + O(n - l/6)] 
if x E Zn; again by (4.1) 
p;(Yk) = T;(yk) - ‘if;‘) = T;(y,)[ 1 + o(K-‘)I 
= T;(y,)[l + o(K-‘)]-I 
ifMisbigenoughandM<k<n-MM. 
Finally, using that 
i’kn - qkni = o(l/Kn), l<k<n, (4.7) 
(see the argument of [ 11, Eq. 8.9 (l), especially (8.9.3)] and 
Ill, Eq. (4.21.7)] or see [ 13, Eq. 4.8. l]), 
X-J’k=(X-xk)[l +0(nP6)] 
= (x - Xk)[ 1 + O(nY”)] -’ if xEZ,, n>n,. 
By these formulae we obtain (4.6). 
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4.3 
NOW, using (4.6) and Ja + blP ~c~(~u~~ + lbl”> ([14, Sect. 5.2(10)1), we 
get 
First we state that S, = O(1). Indeed, we write 
s,=(’ / -I f f(yk) [k(x) 1’ d& k-1 
I<k<M 
n-M<k$n 
= O(l)[S, t s, t S,]. 
By I Ik(x)I = O(l), 1 < k < n, we obtain S, = OS); moreover, S, = 0( 1) 
considering that xi= r ilk(x)1 = O(ln n) and II, I = O(C”~). Moreover, 
S, = 0( 1) because using the proof of Theorem 1.1, it is easy to see that 
gkn lkncX) 1’ d& = Otl), p > 0 
if ) g,, I< 1 for any k and n. Using these facts we have that S, = O(1). 
4.4 
To obtain S, = O(1) we remark that xi=1 ([k(x) K-l/ = O(1) (see (4.2)); 
finally by Cz=, If,(x)l = O(ln n) (see (4.3)) we get that S, = O(l), which 
means S = O(l), as we stated. 
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4.5 
The remaining part is easy. Indeed, let us write 
n-.W<k<n 
* 
n-b1 
+j’ \‘... 
I i 
P 
-1” h% 
= O( l)(S, + s, + S,). 
Het-4 S, = 0( 1) because 1 q5k(~) I= O(l), ‘urther S,=O(l) by iiyi= 
O(n- “‘) and (4.3). So S, = O(l), which actually proves the theorem. 
I’) 
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